METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SYNCHRONIZING A DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

1. NODE ENTERS NETWORK

2. GET LSDB SIZE

3. SYNCHRONIZE WITH LARGEST LSDB NEIGHOUR

4. IDENTIFY OTHER NEIGHBOUR NODES RETURNING LSP

5. SUPPRESS SYNCHRONIZATION WITH IDENTIFIED NODE

6. SYNCHRONIZE WITH REMAINING NODES

A method is disclosed for synchronizing a data communications network. The data communications network comprises a plurality of existing nodes forming one or more synchronization domains and a node entering the network. Each existing node in a synchronization domain stores a common representation of the synchronization domain and is configured to flood the synchronization domain with domain representation information. In a synchronization domain identification step formed at the entering node, the entering node exchanges entering node domain representation information with a first neighboring existing node. The entering node identifies as a first synchronization domain common with the first neighboring existing node all neighboring existing nodes from which the entering node domain representation information is flooded back to the entering node.
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SYNCHRONIZING A DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates to synchronizing a data communications network in particular following a change in the network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The approaches described in this section could be pursued, but are not necessarily approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated herein, the approaches described in this section are not prior art to the claims in this application and are not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in this section.

[0003] In computer networks such as the Internet, packets of data are sent from a source to a destination via a network of elements including links (communication paths such as telephone or optical lines) and nodes (usually routers directing the packet along one or more of a plurality of links connected to it) according to one of various routing protocols.

[0004] One class of routing protocol is the link state protocol. The link state protocol relies on a routing algorithm resident at each node. Each node on the network advertises, throughout the network, links to neighboring nodes and provides a cost associated with each link, which can be based on any appropriate metric such as link bandwidth or delay and is typically expressed as an integer value. A link may have an asymmetric cost, that is, the cost in the direction AB along a link may be different from the cost in a direction BA. Based on the advertised information in the form of a link state packet (LSP) each node constructs a link state database (LSDB), which is a map of the entire network topology and from that constructs generally a single optimum route to each available node based on an appropriate algorithm such as, for example, a shortest path first (SPF) algorithm. As a result a “spanning tree” is constructed, rooted at the node and showing an optimum path including intermediate nodes to each available destination node. Because each node has a common LSDB (other than when advertised changes are propagating around the network) any node is able to compute the spanning tree rooted at any other node. The results of the SPF are stored in a routing information base (RIB) and based on these results the forwarding information base (FIB) or forwarding table is updated to control forwarding of packets.
appropriately. When there is a network change an LSP representing the change is flooded through the network, each node sending it to each adjacent node.

[0005] As a result, when a data packet for a destination node arrives at a node (the “first node”), the first node identifies the optimum route to that destination and forwards the packet to the next node along that route. The next node repeats this step and so forth.

[0006] As a result synchronization of a data communications network is extremely important. One particular type of network change where synchronization can be burdensome is when a new node enters the network for example by manual intervention or as part of a MANET (Mobile Ad hoc Network).

[0007] A known synchronization technique for a node entering a network is described in the Intermediate System – Intermediate System (IS-IS) protocol which is described in International Standard ISO/IEC 10589 2002 clause 7.3. This can be understood referring to FIG. 1, which depicts an illustrative network diagram showing a conventional technique for synchronizing a data communications network. A network designated generally 10 comprises a plurality of nodes N1, N2, N3, N4 termed here “existing nodes” which are joined by respective links 12, 14, 16. A node N0, termed here the “entering node” enters the network 10 for example by coming into range of nodes in the network and forms links, say, with each of nodes N1 to N4 via respective links 18, 20, 22 and 24. It will be seen, as a result, that the network has changed and hence that the LSDBs of all of the nodes N0 to N4 need to be updated and synchronized.

[0008] FIG. 2 depicts a schematic diagram of an LSDB maintained at a node in the network. For illustrative purposes the LSDB of node N1 is shown but it will be appreciated that LSDBs are maintained at all other nodes as well. The LSDB is designated generally 210 and includes a first, data column 212 containing the LSPs: LSP1, LSP2, LSP3 and LSP4 of each existing node on the network prior to synchronization. The LSDB also contains a second, send routing message (SRM) flag column 214 in which a flag value is set against each LSP to indicate when synchronization is required. In the case of node N1 only a single SRM column is required as there is only a single interface, to node N2. However where a node has multiple interfaces then multiple respective SRM columns are used.

[0009] In the case of the entering node N0 the LSDB will have only one entry: its LSP, but on entry to the network and prior to synchronization, four SRM columns, one for each of the interfaces to the existing nodes in the network 210.
On entry into the network the entering node N0 exchanges hello messages with each of the existing nodes N1 to N4 and all SRM flags are set to 1 as a result of which each node sends the contents of its LSDB including all LSPs down the newly created interface. Upon receipt of each LSP the receiving node sends an acknowledgement message; if the acknowledgement message is not received then the SRM flag is not reset and the LSPs are resent until all nodes have all information and are synchronized. Where nodes N1 to N4 in fact form part of a larger network but are the only neighbor nodes to N0 then it can be assumed that nodes N1 to N4 are synchronized with the remainder of the network and will flood node N0’s LSP throughout the network ensuring convergence of all nodes on a synchronized LSDB.

According to the conventional system the acknowledgment of receipt of an LSP is effected through the medium of a partial sequence number packet (psnp) which returns the contents of one or more LSP headers that have been received allowing multiple SRM flags to be reset to zero. In a further optimization to the conventional technique the acknowledgement takes the form of a complete sequence number packet (csnp) which is sent containing the header of all LSPs in the LSDB allowing synchronization to be completed by addressing any discrepancies between the csnp and the contents of the LSDB of a node receiving the csnp.

A problem with known approaches to synchronization lies in the duplication of information. In the approach described above node N0 synchronizes with each of nodes N1 to N4, but nodes N1 to N4 are already synchronized with one another by virtue of sharing the same network. As a result redundant information is swapped between the entering node and the existing nodes which can add to the cost of the operation.

This is particularly significant, in a mobile network such as MANET which is described in “Mobile Ad Hoc Networking (MANET): Routing Protocol Performance Issues and Evaluation Considerations” by S. Corson, J Macker, which is available at the time of writing on the file “rfc2501.txt” in the directory “rfc” of the domain “ietf.org” of the World Wide Web. Mobile ad hoc networking refers to networks in which nodes enter and leave regularly. For example, mobile ad hoc networking is encountered when wireless network devices come and go from within proximity to a wireless access point. Firstly by virtue of the mobility of the network elements, nodes will enter and leave the mobile network very quickly meaning that sequence synchronization is required. Furthermore it is desirable to reduce power consumption as far as possible on mobile devices and hence reduce the
transmission data to a minimum. This is especially the case as mobile devices commonly have very low bandwidth.

[0014] However merely synchronizing with one existing node will give rise to problems if the entering node is in fact synchronizing with multiple independent synchronization domains, that is, the entering node enters a network having two sub-networks independent of each other.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation, in the figures of the accompanying drawings in which like reference numerals refer to similar elements and in which:

[0016] FIG. 1 is a representation of a network illustrating connection between existing nodes in a network and a node entering the network;

[0017] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating schematically an LSDB of a node in a network;

[0018] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a high level view of a method for synchronizing a data communications network;

[0019] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a high level view of an alternative method of synchronizing a data communications network;

[0020] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating in more detail the steps involved in constructing a data communications network;

[0021] FIG. 6 is a representation of a network that illustrates a node entering a mobile network; and

[0022] FIG. 7 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system upon which a method for determining a repair strategy may be implemented.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0023] A method and apparatus for synchronizing a data communications network is described. In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present invention.

[0024] Embodiments are described herein according to the following outline:

1.0 General Overview
2.0 Structural and Functional Overview
3.0 Method of Synchronizing a Data Communications Network
4.0 Implementation Mechanisms—Hardware Overview
5.0 Extensions and Alternatives

1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW

[0025] The needs identified in the foregoing Background, and other needs and objects that will become apparent for the following description, are achieved in the present invention, which comprises, in one aspect, a method for synchronizing a data communications network comprising a plurality of existing nodes forming one or more synchronization domains and a node entering the network. Each existing node in a synchronization domain stores a common representation of the synchronization domain and is configured to flood the synchronization domain with domain representation information. In a synchronization domain identification step performed at the entering node, the entering node exchanges entering node domain representation information with a first neighboring existing node. The entering node identifies as a first synchronization domain common with the first neighboring existing node all neighboring existing nodes from which the entering node domain representation information is flooded back the entering node.

[0026] In other aspects, the invention encompasses a computer apparatus and a computer-readable medium configured to carry out the foregoing steps.

2.0 STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

[0027] In overview a synchronization method is provided in which a node entering a network of existing nodes and connecting with multiple neighbor nodes identifies a sub-set
of existing nodes in the network in a common synchronization domain (termed here a "sub-network") and synchronizes with only one neighbor node in the sub-network, hence avoiding duplication of synchronization effort with the individual existing neighbor nodes in the sub-network which by definition are synchronized with each other already. In order to determine which neighbor nodes belong to a common sub-network, the entering node firstly selects a single neighbor node in the network it has entered and synchronizes with it, sending its own LSP. The LSP is then flooded as part of normal operation through all nodes in a common synchronization domain with the selected neighbor node including any other neighbor nodes in that synchronization domain. The LSP will thus be flooded back to the entering node from those neighbor nodes.

[0028] As a result those neighbor nodes that return that LSP to the entering node, together with the initially selected neighbor node can be identified as a sub-network representing a common synchronization domain such that all of the neighbor nodes in the sub-network will be synchronized with each other. Accordingly the entering node need only synchronize with the selected neighbor node in the sub-network. If any neighbors in the network containing the sub-network do not return the LSP, for example within a time out period, then the entering node synchronizes with each remaining neighbor node.

Alternatively the entering node can select one of the remaining nodes, identify the sub-network to which it belongs in a manner described above and repeat the operation for any remaining nodes until all sub-networks have been synchronized with, including sub-networks in fact only containing one node.

[0029] In an optimization, as part of the hello exchange the entering node can request the LSDB size for each neighbor node and select the neighbor node with the largest LSDB size for sending an LSP. As there is a reasonable likelihood that the neighbor node with the largest LSDB is likely to be part of the largest sub-network, this approach ensures that duplication is reduced to a minimum.

[0030] The method can be further understood with respect to FIG. 3 which is a flow diagram illustrating a high level view of a method of synchronizing a data communications network. In block 300 a node enters a network. In block 302 the entering node obtains the LSDB size of all neighboring nodes. In block 304 the entering node synchronizes with the neighbor node having the largest LSDB. As part of this process the entering node sends its LSP to the neighbor node and receives all of the neighbor node’s LSDB in return. The neighbor node then floods the LSP. In block 306 the entering node identifies all other
neighbor nodes through which the LSP returns. At block 308 the entering node suppresses synchronization with the identified set of neighbor nodes on the basis that they belong to the same synchronization domain. In block 310 the entering node synchronizes with the remaining nodes, either continuously or by returning to block 302 and starting in the synchronization process with the next largest remaining LSDB size neighbor node until all neighbors have been synchronized with.

[0031] In an alternative approach, rather than synchronizing with the selected neighbor node in an initial step, the entering node can send its LSP to the selected neighbor node without performing the remainder of the synchronization process and only carry out synchronization once the sub-network has been determined.

[0032] Such an approach is appropriate for the alternative implementation described with reference to FIG. 4 which is a flow diagram illustrating a high level view of an alternative method of synchronizing a data communications network. In block 400 the entering node enters the network. In block 402 the entering node sends an individually identifiable LSP to each respective neighboring node. The individually identifiable LSP can be one of the set of LSPs which that node is permitted to generate and is identified by its own network address. In block 404 the entering node determines which neighbor nodes return a common individually identifiable LSP and identifies all such neighboring nodes as belonging to a common sub-network. It will be appreciated that all nodes in a sub-network domain will return all individually identifiable LSPs sent to each neighbor node in that domain and that neighbor nodes in separate sub-networks will not return any common LSPs. At block 406 the entering node synchronizes with one neighbor per sub-network. As a result all sub-networks are initially identified ensuring that duplication is minimized although the initial overhead of establishing the sub-networks is increased.

[0033] It will be seen that according to the method described herein, the amount of duplication involved during synchronization following a network change is reduced without the risk that synchronization only takes place in relation to a sub-network of the network as a whole.

3.0 METHOD OF SYNCHRONIZING A DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK.

[0034] The method described herein can be implemented according to any appropriate routing protocol. Generally, link state protocols such as Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) or Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) are appropriate protocols.
synchronization with one neighbor node from the other network, the system then relying on propagation of the respective LSDBs through each network for convergence.

[0039] Where, during synchronization, a new adjacency appears, i.e. a new link, this will generate a new local LSP in the entering node. To speed up the synchronization process in those circumstances the new LSP can be sent over one of the existing links to a neighboring node. If it is returned to the sending node over the new link then it can be assumed that the remainder of the network is already synchronized as regards the new adjacency.

[0040] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a mobile network in relation to which the method is implemented. In particular a network is designated generally 600 includes a plurality of edge or neighbor nodes 602, 604, 606. A mobile device 608 comprising the entering node enters the range of the neighbor node 602, 604, 606 and establishes links 610, 612, 614 respectively. In the manner described above with reference to FIGS. 4 or 5 the mobile device 608 identifies the synchronization domain or domains to which the neighbor nodes 602, 604, 606 belong and synchronizes with one of the neighbor nodes in each synchronization domain. As a result duplication is minimized which is particularly relevant for a mobile network as discussed in more detail above. Even though the mobile network 600 may be changing rapidly because of other changes, dynamic synchronization will be achieved. This is because the neighbor nodes 602, 604, 606 are either synchronized or are in the process of flooding a new LSP in which case the normal operation of the update process will ensure eventual synchronization.

[0041] The mechanism by which the methods and optimizations discussed above are implemented will be well known to the skilled reader and not require detailed discussion here. For example the additional code required to implement the method such as tailoring the hello messages and suppressing synchronization to avoid duplication will be apparent to the skilled reader as a simple modification of the existing code.

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS -- HARDWARE OVERVIEW

[0042] FIG. 7 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 140 upon which the method may be implemented. The method is implemented using one or more computer programs running on a network element such as a router device. Thus, in this embodiment, the computer system 140 is a router.
Link state protocols of this type will be well understood by the skilled reader and are not described in detail here.

[0035] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating in more detail a method of synchronizing a data communications network. In block 500 the entering node exchanges hello messages with the neighbor nodes in the network. The hello message from the entering node includes an instruction not to set the SRM described above with reference to FIG. 2 to “1”. In other words all neighboring nodes are instructed to suppress the synchronization routine and this is reflected in block 502. In block 504 as part of the hello exchange the neighbor nodes send their respective LSDB sizes. In block 506 the entering node identifies the neighbor node with the largest LSDB. In block 508 the entering node synchronizes with the neighbor node with the largest LSDB and sets a timer. The timer is set, for example, for a period of between 1 and 5 seconds. In block 510 the entering node monitors for return of the LSP from all neighbor nodes until the timer times out.

[0036] All neighbors returning the LSP are identified as belonging to a common sub-network with the neighbor having the largest LSDB such that there is no requirement for repeat of the synchronization process for any of them. In practice this can be achieved by suppressing setting the relevant SRM flags to “1” in the entering node. In block 510 the entering node synchronizes with the remaining nodes not belonging to the synchronization domain already identified. As discussed above this can either be done by repeating steps 506 to 508 for the remaining nodes until all sub-networks have been identified or, in view of the prolonged time-out period that this could give rise to, synchronizing with the remaining nodes simultaneously.

[0037] In the alternative optimization discussed above the entering node identifies all sub-networks in parallel by sending individually identifiable LSPs to each neighbor and monitoring which neighbors return which own LSPs. In a further optimization the entering node can send separate fragments of its LSP and maintaining a table listing which neighbor received which fragment allowing simple identification of each sub-network. Synchronization with one neighbor from each sub-network can then be carried out in parallel reducing the processing time.

[0038] Although the above discussion is presented in relation to a node entering a network it will be seen that the method extends to synchronizing two networks joining together. In that case, for example, the node with the smaller LSDB will control
Computer system 140 includes a bus 142 or other communication mechanism for communicating information, and a processor 144 coupled with bus 142 for processing information. Computer system 140 also includes a main memory 146, such as a random access memory (RAM), flash memory, or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 142 for storing information and instructions to be executed by processor 144. Main memory 146 may also be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate information during execution of instructions to be executed by processor 144. Computer system 140 further includes a read only memory (ROM) 148 or other static storage device coupled to bus 142 for storing static information and instructions for processor 144. A storage device 150, such as a magnetic disk, flash memory or optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 142 for storing information and instructions.

A communication interface 158 may be coupled to bus 142 for communicating information and command selections to processor 144. Interface 158 is a conventional serial interface such as an RS-232 or RS-422 interface. An external terminal 152 or other computer system connects to the computer system 140 and provides commands to it using the interface 158. Firmware or software running in the computer system 140 provides a terminal interface or character-based command interface so that external commands can be given to the computer system.

A switching system 156 is coupled to bus 142 and has an input interface and a respective output interface (commonly designated 159) to external network elements. The external network elements may include a plurality of additional routers 160 or a local network coupled to one or more hosts or routers, or a global network such as the Internet having one or more servers. The switching system 156 switches information traffic arriving on the input interface to output interface 159 according to pre-determined protocols and conventions that are well known. For example, switching system 156, in cooperation with processor 144, can determine a destination of a packet of data arriving on the input interface and send it to the correct destination using the output interface. The destinations may include a host, server, other end stations, or other routing and switching devices in a local network or Internet.

The computer system 140 implements as a router acting as an entering or neighbor node the above described method of synchronizing a network. The implementation is provided by computer system 140 in response to processor 144 executing one or more sequences of one or more instructions contained in main memory 146. Such
instructions may be read into main memory 146 from another computer-readable medium, such as storage device 150. Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 146 causes processor 144 to perform the process steps described herein. One or more processors in a multi-processing arrangement may also be employed to execute the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 146. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with software instructions to implement the method. Thus, embodiments are not limited to any specific combination of hardware circuitry and software.

[0047] The term "computer-readable medium" as used herein refers to any medium that participates in providing instructions to processor 144 for execution. Such a medium may take many forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile media, volatile media, and transmission media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 150. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 146. Transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 142. Transmission media can also take the form of wireless links such as acoustic or electromagnetic waves, such as those generated during radio wave and infrared data communications.

[0048] Common forms of computer-readable media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or cartridge, a carrier wave as described hereinafter, or any other medium from which a computer can read.

[0049] Various forms of computer readable media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 144 for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a remote computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer system 140 can receive the data on the telephone line and use an infrared transmitter to convert the data to an infrared signal. An infrared detector coupled to bus 142 can receive the data carried in the infrared signal and place the data on bus 142. Bus 142 carries the data to main memory 146, from which processor 144 retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions
received by main memory 146 may optionally be stored on storage device 150 either before or after execution by processor 144.

[0050] Interface 159 also provides a two-way data communication coupling to a network link that is connected to a local network. For example, the interface 159 may be an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card or a modem to provide a data communication connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another example, the interface 159 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be implemented. In any such implementation, the interface 159 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing various types of information.

[0051] The network link typically provides data communication through one or more networks to other data devices. For example, the network link may provide a connection through a local network to a host computer or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP). The ISP in turn provides data communication services through the world wide packet data communication network now commonly referred to as the "Internet". The local network and the Internet both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through the various networks and the signals on the network link and through the interface 159, which carry the digital data to and from computer system 140, are exemplary forms of carrier waves transporting the information.

[0052] Computer system 140 can send messages and receive data, including program code, through the network(s), network link and interface 159. In the Internet example, a server might transmit a requested code for an application program through the Internet, ISP, local network and communication interface 158. One such downloaded application provides for the method as described herein.

[0053] The received code may be executed by processor 144 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 150, or other non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, computer system 140 may obtain application code in the form of a carrier wave.

[0054] EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES

[0055] In the foregoing specification, the invention has been described with reference to specific embodiments thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifications and changes may be made thereto without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the
invention. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.

[0056] Any appropriate routing protocol and mechanism can be adopted to implement the invention. The method steps set out can be carried out in any appropriate order and aspects from the examples and embodiments described juxtaposed or interchanged as appropriate.

[0057] It will be appreciated that any appropriate routing protocol can be used such as Intermediate System – Intermediate System (IS-IS) or Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). Similarly any appropriate network can provide the platform for implementation of the method.

[0058] In addition the method can extend to any appropriate network change and any type of network for example a local area network (LAN).
CLAIMS
What is claimed is:

1. A method of synchronizing a data communications network comprising a plurality of
   existing nodes forming one or more synchronization domains and a node entering the
   network, in which each existing node in a synchronization domain stores a common
   representation of the synchronization domain and is configured to flood the synchronization
   domain with domain representation information, in which, in a synchronization domain
   identification step performed at the entering node, the entering node exchanges entering
   node domain representation information with a first neighboring existing node, and
   identifies as a first synchronization domain common with the first neighboring existing node
   all neighboring existing nodes from which the entering node domain representation
   information is flooded back to the entering node.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising the step, performed at the
   entering node, of exchanging entering node domain node representation information with a
   second neighboring existing node not identified as being in the first synchronization domain,
   if any.

3. A method as claimed in claim 2 in which the entering node exchanges entering node
   domain representation information with the second neighboring existing node after a timeout
   period following the exchange of entering node domain representation information with the
   first neighboring existing node.

4. A method as claimed in claim 2 in which the entering node exchanges entering node
   domain representation with all nodes not identified as being in the first synchronization
   domain simultaneously.

5. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which the entering node repeats the
   synchronization domain identification step successively until all synchronization domains
   are identified.
6. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which the synchronization domain identification exchange step comprises a synchronization step.

7. A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising the step, performed at the entering node of selecting as the first neighboring existing node the node having the largest store of domain representation information.

8. A method as claimed in claim 7 further comprising the step, performed at the entering node, of requesting domain representation information store size in an initiation exchange with neighboring existing nodes.

9. A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising the step, performed at the entering node, of suppressing synchronization with neighboring existing nodes prior to the synchronization domain identification step.

10. A method as claimed in claim 1 comprising the step, performed at the entering node, of sending separately identifiable entering node domain representation information to each neighboring existing node and identifying as respective synchronization domains each set of neighboring existing nodes from which commonly identified entering node domain representation information is returned.

11. A method as claimed in claim 10 in which the separately identifiable entering node domain representation information comprises a separately identifiable fragment of the entering node domain representation information.

12. A method as claimed in claim 10 further comprising the step, performed at the entering node, of synchronizing the entering node with a neighboring existing node in each synchronization domain.
13. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which the data communications network comprises a mobile network.

14. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which, where a new link appears between the entering node and the network, the entering node sends entering node domain representation information via an existing link with a neighboring node and monitors for flooding back of the entering node domain representation information via the new link.

15. A method of identifying synchronization domain candidate nodes in a data communications network in which each node in the network stores synchronization domain representation information comprising the steps of comparing the sizes of the synchronization domain representation information stores and selecting a node having the largest store as a synchronization domain candidate.

16. A computer readable medium comprising one or more sequences of instructions for synchronizing a data communications network which instructions, when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or more processors to perform the steps of the method of any of claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 or 15.

17. An apparatus for synchronizing a data communications network comprising a plurality of existing nodes forming one or more synchronization domains and a node entering the network, in which each existing node in a synchronization domain stores a common representation of the synchronization domain and is configured to flood the synchronization domain with domain representation information, comprising means, in a synchronization domain identification step, for exchanging entering node domain representation information with a first neighboring existing node, and means for identifying as a first synchronization domain common with the first neighboring existing node all neighboring existing nodes from which the entering node domain representation information is flooded back to the entering node.
18. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 further comprising means for exchanging
entering node domain node representation information with a second neighboring existing
node not identified as being in the first synchronization domain, if any.

19. An apparatus as claimed in claim 18 in which the means for exchanging entering
node domain representation information is arranged to exchange said information with the
second neighboring existing node after a timeout period following the exchange of entering
node domain representation information with the first neighboring existing node.

20. An apparatus as claimed in claim 18 in which the means for exchanging entering
node domain representation exchanges said information with all nodes not identified as
being in the first synchronization domain simultaneously.

21. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 in which the means for exchanging entering
node domain information repeats the synchronization domain identification step
successively until all synchronization domains are identified.

22. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 in which the synchronization domain
identification exchange step comprises a synchronization step.

23. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 further comprising means for selecting as the
first neighboring existing node the node having the largest store of domain representation
information.

24. An apparatus as claimed in claim 23 further comprising means for requesting domain
representation information store size in an initiation exchange with neighboring existing
nodes.
25. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 further comprising means for suppressing synchronization with neighboring existing nodes prior to the synchronization domain identification step.

26. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 comprising means for sending separately identifiable entering node domain representation information to each neighboring existing node and means for identifying as respective synchronization domains each set of neighboring existing nodes from which commonly identified entering node domain representation information is returned.

27. An apparatus as claimed in claim 26 in which the separately identifiable entering node domain representation information comprises a separately identifiable fragment of the entering node domain representation information.

28. An apparatus as claimed in claim 26 further comprising means for synchronizing the entering node with a neighboring existing node in each synchronization domain.

29. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 in which the data communications network comprises a mobile network.

30. An apparatus as claimed in claim 17 in which where a new link appears between the entering node and the network, the means for exchanging entering node domain representation information sends entering node domain representation information via an existing link with a neighboring existing node and monitors for flooding back of the entering node domain representation information via the new link.
31. An apparatus for identifying synchronization domain candidate nodes in a data communications network in which each node in the network stores synchronization domain representation information comprising means for comparing the sizes of the synchronization domain representation information stores and means for selecting a node having the largest store as a synchronization domain candidate.

32. An apparatus for synchronizing a data communications network, the apparatus comprising:
   one or more processors;
   a network interface communicatively coupled to the processor and configured to communicate one or more packet flows among the processor and network; and
   a computer readable medium comprising one or more sequences of instructions for synchronizing a data communications network which instructions, when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or more processors to perform the steps of the method of any of claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 or 15.

33. A method of synchronizing a data communications network comprising a plurality of existing nodes forming one or more synchronization domains and a node entering the network, wherein each existing node in a synchronization domain stores a common representation of the synchronization domain and is configured to flood the synchronization domain with domain representation information, the method comprising the steps of:
   exchanging entering node domain representation information with a first neighboring existing node as part of a synchronization domain identification process;
   identifying, as a first synchronization domain common with the first neighboring existing node, all neighboring existing nodes; and
   receiving node domain representation information in flooded communications from all said neighboring existing nodes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>SRM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSP1</td>
<td>flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP2</td>
<td>flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP3</td>
<td>flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP4</td>
<td>flag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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